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Abstract: The article is focused on the evaluation of economic differentiation of subjects on particular processing stages
within the wheat commodity chain in the Czech Republic with regard to agro-food market development in the last years.
The analysis is based on the statement that better economic results of businesses can be achieved not only by successful
business strategy or quality management and employees but also by business ability to advance its own interests and to
influence market conditions, such as setting higher prices, pressure on lower input prices, better position for negotiations with business partners etc. The Spider Analysis was used for evaluation. The results of analysis have proved worsening of economic position of the second stage of processing (bakeries) in comparison with the first stage of processing
(mills) within the commodity chain in the last time, especially as a result of increasing market power of retail. It was also
confirmed that decisive subjects in milling industry become bigger mills with joining to raw commodity supplier and
subsequent processing stages.
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Abstrakt: Článek je zaměřen na hodnocení ekonomické diferenciace subjektů na jednotlivých stupních zpracování v rámci komoditní vertikály potravinářské pšenice v České republice s ohledem na vývoj zemědělsko-potravinářského trhu
v posledních letech. Analýza je založena na předpokladu, že lepší ekonomické výsledky podniků na trhu jsou dosaženy
nejen prostřednictvím úspěšné podnikatelské strategie nebo kvalitního managementu a zaměstnanců, ale také schopností
těchto podniků prosazovat své zájmy na trhu a ovlivňovat podmínky na trhu, a to zejména stanovováním vyšších cen,
tlakem na ceny surovin při nákupu od dodavatelů, lepší vyjednávací pozicí s obchodními partnery aj. Pro hodnocení byla
použita metoda Spider analýzy. Výsledky analýzy prokázaly zhoršování ekonomické pozice druhé fáze zpracování (pekáren)
ve srovnání s první fází zpracování (mlýny) v rámci komoditní vertikály v posledním období, a to především důsledkem
rostoucí tržní síly obchodu. Bylo také potvrzeno, že rozhodujícími subjekty v mlýnském odvětví se stávají větší mlýny
s napojením na dodavatele výchozí suroviny i na navazující zpracovatelské fáze.
Klíčová slova: ekonomická diferenciace, komoditní řetězec, Spider analýza, fáze zpracování

The present agriculture is substantially dependent
on commodity chains and food nets that embodied all
parts of agribusiness 1 from input suppliers through
producers, processors and traders to final users. Since
the 1980s, the agribusiness sector globally has been
1Agribusiness

subjected to continuous structural change as a more
dynamic and demanding consumer base has thrown
down the gauntlet in relation to the expanded expectations (Wilkinson 2003). Businesses at all stages of the
agro-industry chains have consolidated dramatically

is conceptualized according to the Davis-Goldberg concept �������
(1957).
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(Heffernan et al. 1999), leaving a smaller and a continually decreasing number of increasingly larger and
more powerful players. Agribusiness is a regulated
sector and many of the issues that it faces are global
– from environmental impacts and guarantee issues,
to free trade agreements. Sustainable value creation
in such situation requires the participation of all parties involved in a particular agro-industry chain with
regard to global markets and political and economic
arenas involved. Innovation and agility are the keys
to success (Bryceson 2006; Bečvářová 2008).
The present changes of agribusiness (e.g. concentration, globalisation, market power, agricultural policy)
influence all subjects in the market. Concentration
and the market power lead to the market unbalance
in the framework of the food commodity chains.
Due to the system disproportion of the whole agribusiness and the imperfect price transmission, some
market segments can gain a greater market power
and extra revenue compared to others (Bečvářová,
Lechanová 2006).
It relates especially to two markets and their interconnection within the commodity chain. (a) Agricultural commodity market, where the market power of
the processor (monopsony resp. oligopsony) handicaps
negotiation possibilities of farmers due to the farm
size and character of agricultural commodities that are
perishable and also dependent on transport distances
between the place of production and consumption. (b)
Food market, where the processing and distribution
firms (monopoly resp. oligopoly) do not accurately
and completely transfer changes from the farm level
to consumers, and, moreover, consumer demand is
still more influenced by marketing activities of big
retailers (Blažková 2007).
According to the market structure, market power is
used between the processor and the retail stage of the
food chain, which is one of the typical demonstrations
of agribusiness in the transformed economics such as
the Czech Republic (Bečvářová 2005). Big producers
with a known trademark seem more resistant towards
the pressure of big retailers. The position of smaller
processors is more vulnerable.
In the last time period, powerful food commodity
chains have emerged, in which few big firms dominate
(Swinnen 2007). By the force of strategic alliances and
joint ventures, they are able to dominate an important part of food commodity vertical in agribusiness
from the research and biological material production
to the final food products. In the EU, the trend is

more noticeable in the economically most developed
member countries such as Germany and Great Britain
(value added of food processing industry is triple
in comparison with agricultural production). On
the other side, “agricultural” states such as Greece,
Portugal or Italy make a relatively low processing
share of basic agricultural commodity (value added
of food processing industry comprises about 12–30%
of the farm value added) and food market is still
more dominated by the large retail firms with high
value added food products of foreign provenience
(Bečvářová, Lechanová 2006).
Food and agribusiness firms are confronted with
a great competition in the agro-food markets. The
development brings about the need for durable partnerships. Vertical integration2 (or coordination) could
be one of the solutions. Before deciding about vertical integration or coordination, it is necessary to
thing about its important general contributions and
costs, depending on the given sector (Bečvářová
2001; Blažková 2002; Porter 1994; Ziggers, Trienekens
1999).
In general it is believed that vertical integration
and contracts have resulted in improved, consistently
higher-quality, more-uniform food products and a
wider choice of food products for the consumers.
Critics argue, however, that such vertical coordination or integration may increase the market power
and thereby adversely affect market performance
(Carlton, Perloff 2000). Some economists argue that
vertical mergers cannot transfer market power from
one level to another (Williamson 1974; Klein et al.
1978; Perry 1989), the opposite view is that “when
vertical mergers displace open transactions, it often
forecloses the market and excludes rivals” (Shepherd,
Shepherd 2004). The issue of whether vertical integration can raise the market power is hotly debated in
the literature (see Martin 1993; George et al. 1992;
Azzam, Pagoulatos 1990; Bhuyan, Lopez 1997).
Objectives and methodology
The objective of the article is to analyse the economic situation in the particular processing stages
within the chosen commodity chain with regard to
the agro-food market development in the last years.
Simultaneously, there was verified the possibility of
usage of one of the methods of economic analysis at
the sector level for the purposes of the evaluation of

2 Porter

(1994) defines vertical integration as “the combination of technologically different production, distribution,
sales, or other economic processes in the frame of one firm, when the firm decides to use preferably internal or administrative transactions instead of market transactions to achieve its economic goals”.
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economic differentiation on the particular vertical
stages. The analysis was based on the statement that
better economic results of businesses can be achieved
not only by a successful business strategy or quality
management and employees but also by the business
ability to advance its own interests and to influence
market conditions, such as setting higher prices,
pressure on lower input prices, a better position for
negotiations with business partners etc.
The problem is presented on the example of the
wheat commodity chain in the Czech Republic,
where the first stage of processing is represented by
flour production in the mills and the second stage
of processing is represented by the bakery and pasta
production.
The paper is based on the agricultural statistical
reports of the Czech Statistical Office and research
results published by the Ministry of Agriculture of
the Czech Republic and the Ministry of Industry
and Trade of the Czech Republic. Furthermore, the
analyses and market evaluations of the Economic
Research Service of the United States Department
of Agriculture were used. The common statistical
Table 1. Ratios used in Spider diagram
Profit after Tax
Equity

ROE (Return on Equity)
ROS (Return on Sales)

Profit after Tax
Sales

Profit after Tax
Total Assets

ROA (Return on Assets)

Liquidity I.

Short - term Financial Assets
Current Liabilities

Liquidity II.

Total Current Assets - Stocks
Current Liabilities

Liquidity III.

Total Current Assets
Current Liabilities

Liabilities Turnover

Stocks Turnover

Sales
Stocks





Equity
Loan Capital

Internal Financing Rate



Sales
Total Outstandings

Covering of Total Fixed Assets

Capital Ratio



Sales
Total Liabilities

Outstandings Turnover



Equity

Total Fixed Assets



Equity
Total Assets



Source: author (based on Kislengerová, 2007)
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methods, e.g. analysis, synthesis, comparison, were
employed in the data processing.
The Spider Analysis Method was used for the evaluation of the business economic position, because
it works with relatively available data (accounting
data available in annual reports of businesses) and it
enables the presentation of results in the schematic
and transparent way. The Spider diagram is made
from 12 half-axes with the percentage scale, there
are chosen ratio numbers on them (Table 1). Higher
values of the ratios mean better results and a longer
distance from the centre of the diagram.
The Spider Analysis was used for the evaluation
of the economic position of the bakery and milling
industry within the food processing industry and for
comparison of these two stages of processing in 2000
and 2005. Processors of the milling-bakery industry
were evaluated according to their size as well.
Results and Discussion
The basic agricultural commodity (wheat) goes
within the commodity chain through two processing
stages – the flour production in mills (the first stage
of processing) and the bakery production in bakeries
(the second stage of processing). The first stage of
processing is generally characterised by undifferentiated products with a low value added, the low share
in the consumers food expenditures, a significant
influence of agricultural policy and by the position
of the price accepter, because prices are created on
this stage of processing by the market or by the agricultural policy. On the other side, the bakery industry as the second processing stage within the wheat
commodity chain provides high finalised products
for final consumption. It is characterised by a higher
share in the consumer food expenditures (the share
in consumer food price is about 52% for the second
stage of processing in the Czech Republic in 2006,
whereas the share of the first stage of processing is
only 6%). The production of this sector is significantly
influenced by the consumers demand. Profitability of
this sector is hobbled by the forced competition in the
sector, surplus capacities and the market position of
the following stage – retail (Blažková 2002).
The economic position of the bakery industry
within the food processing industry
The comparison of the position of the bakery industry within the food processing industry in 2000
and 2005 is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The position of the bakery industry within the food processing industry in 2000 and 2005

Primarily, we can see a significantly lower profitability of the bakery industry in comparison with
the whole food processing industry. This situation
is a consequence of the fact that the bakery industry
produces essential products of everyday consumption,
the prices of which do not raise considerably, but all
costs do. The bakery industry does not realize high
margins as is shown by the ratios based on profits.
The business ability to realize its products and services in the market is described by the ROS ratio. Low
values of this ratio can be influenced by the product
quality, the marketing and price strategy, advertising,
the consumer mood etc. The unbalanced position
of the particular stages within the commodity chain
(retail market power) can have a negative influence
as well. Low values of the ROE ratio for the bakery
industry in comparison with the whole food industry
in both years (4.5% compared to 15.1% in 2000 and
7.8% compared to 15.2% in 2005) are influenced not
only by the attained profit, but also by the range of
the equity financing, because the lower indebtedness
of the bakery industry can in a measure implicate a
decline of the ROE.
We can see a significant impairment of all indebtedness ratios in 2005 for the bakery industry. The Internal
Financing Rate of bakery companies is 43.7% in 2005
compared to 52.1% in the food industry. Also longterm assets are not fully financed by own resources in
2005. These results may arise from the non-stabilized
situation in the bakery market, and also the investment
into modernization and into the fulfilment of the EU
requirements and norms forces bakery companies
to use more loan capital and so it leads to the higher
indebtedness of the bakery industry.
Liquidity of the bakery industry is lower than that
of the processing industry in the time in view, however, the critical value was found out only for the
Liquidity III ratio (0.98 in 2005). It implies that the
Agric. Econ. – Czech, 56, 2010 (1): 16–24

bakery industry uses even long-term financial resources for covering the short-term assets, which can
have a negative influence on the business stability.
Stocks Turnover ratio points out, that the stocks
usage is better in the bakery industry than in the
whole processing industry (19.7 in comparison with
7.11 in 2000 and 30.9 in comparison with 8.7 in 2005).
These values are related to the fact, that bakery and
patisserie products belong to high-speed turnover
goods, the production interval is short and these
products cannot be produced for stock.
Both the Outstandings and Liabilities Turnover
ratios of the bakery industry reach about 60–70% of
the value of the processing industry in both years,
the Outstandings and Liabilities Turnover period is
90–100 days in the bakery industry. The situation
in the market is contributing to the low values of
the Liabilities Turnover – a keen competition in the
bakery industry (as a result of the surplus capacity)
and market power of the following stage of the vertical (retail stage).
The economic position of bakeries according to
their size
Within the bakery industry, there were analysed businesses divided according to their size in dependence
on the number of employees – bakeries with less than
200 employees, bakeries with 200–499 employees and
bakeries with 500 and more employees. The comparison was made in 2000 and 2005 and the conclusions
about the position of the individual size groups within
the analysed vertical were made. The results of the
Spider Analysis are shown in Figures 2–4.
In Figure 3, there can be seen the best economic
position of bakeries with 200–499 employees in the
market. This group of bakeries has above-average
19

economic results in the profitability field in both
analysed years. The inferior bargaining position in
the market puts pressure on the bakeries to conform
to the requirements of the customers at price negotiations. It is difficult for them to ensure a regular and
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bakeries with more than 500 employees (Figure 4).
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Figure 2. The position of the bakeries with less than 200 employees within the bakery industry in 2000 and 2005
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Figure 3. The position of the bakeries with 200–499 employees within the bakery industry in 2000 and 2005
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Figure 4. The position of the bakeries with 500 and more employees within the bakery industry in 2000 and 2005
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influenced by the technological changes and restructuring connected with the high costs of modernisation
and investments (due to the EU requirements) and the
higher marketing and advertisement expenditures.
These influences were substantial especially in 2 000
during the time of the EU accession preparations.
From the viewpoint of liquidity and stocks turnover,
the situation is similar in all size groups of bakeries.
Bigger bakeries are better technologically equipped
and produce also various durable food bakery products
and specialities, which can be produced to stocks,
their production is more complicated and requires
often a longer production interval. Therefore, the
Stock Turnover is rather slower.
The biggest bakeries with more than 500 employees
show the highest indebtedness (about 60 %). These
companies have a better access to credits and the
indebtedness is raised also by the need of financial
funds for the modernisation, investments and the EU
 norms standing as mentioned above.
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The economic position of the milling industry
In the following part of the paper, the evaluation of
the milling industry economic position in 2000 and
2005 is presented by the way of the comparison with
the whole food processing industry (Figure 5) and the
comparison with the bakery industry (Figure 6).
While in 2000 the profitability of the milling industry
was markedly lower than that of the food processing
industry, in 2005 the results were more balanced. The
profitability of the milling industry has increased more
than that of the bakery industry, which is evident
also from the comparison of both these processing
stages in Figure 6. The position of milling industry
is strengthening because of the dominant position
of the retail stage in the chain, which prevents the
bakery product prices from raising.
Also the liquidity is better in the milling industry in
comparison with both the food processing industry
and the bakery industry. It is related to indebtedness.
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Figure 5. The position of the milling industry within the food processing industry in 2000 and 2005
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Figure 6. The comparison of the economic position of the bakery and milling industry in 2000 and 2005
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While in 2000 the indebtedness of milling industry
was higher than that of food industry including the
bakery industry, in 2005 the indebtedness situation
is relatively balanced.
Activity ratios values of the milling industry are at
a comparable level with the food industry, the Stocks
Turnover is even faster, which is positive. Mills are
able to pay for their liabilities faster in 2005 and collect debts from the customers later. This confirms
strengthening of the economic position of mills within
the chain.
The economic position of mills according
to their size
For the analysis, mills were divided into two size
groups according to the number of employees – mills
with less than 50 employees and mills with 50 and
more employees. The results of the Spider Analysis
are shown in Figures 7 and 8.
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Figure 7. The position of mills with less than 50 employees within the milling industry in 2000 and 2005
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The Spider Aanalysis has demonstrated a better economic position of bigger mills in both analysed years,
which is manifested by better financial results almost
in all ratios. However, in 2005 the differences between
these two size groups of mills are not so distinct.
Bigger mills have reached better profitability results,
which may be caused by the fact, that these mills are
able to satisfy the bakery requirements relating to
the supply fluency and the constant quality of flour.
They have also ensured sales by big bakeries. A positive factor in the big mills economics is their better
technical level, which is comparable with foreign
countries.
Better results in the liquidity field are influenced
by the conclusion of long-term contracts (including
price parameters) with the customers. This can ensure
regular and certain sales and incomes.
There is another risk factor in the small mills
economy (Figure 7) – the deficient long-term asset
coverage by the long-term capital, especially by the
equity capital. A higher indebtedness of small mills
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Figure 8. The position of mills with 50 and more employees within the milling industry in 2000 and 2005
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is necessary for the modernisation of their technological equipment.
Conclusion
Based on the financial results, the comparison of
the processing stages within the wheat commodity
chain and the food processing industry as a whole
shows the typical character of production of the
fundamental products for everyday consumption,
which substantially restrains the enforcement of the
expansive price strategy of wheat processors. There
are also further factors influencing the economic
position of the analysed industries, notably the retail
concentration and the market position on one hand
and the relatively high corn prices supported by the
state interventions on the other hand. Economic
results of the evaluated industries are influenced
also by the restructuring and the surplus production capacity. All these facts negatively influence
the profitability of both processing stages within the
wheat commodity chain.
The results of the analysis have proved worsening
of the bakery economic position and the enhancement of the milling industry position within the
commodity chain during the last time, especially as
a result of the increasing market power of the retail.
The concentrated retail sector and the surplus capacity of the bakery industry escalate the competition
between firms on this stage of processing and this is
reflected in the profitability ratios. Better economic
results were found out in bigger bakeries. The analysis has also confirmed that the decisive subjects in
the milling industry become bigger mills joining to
the raw commodity supplier and the subsequent
processing stages. It can largely eliminate the low
flour price that becomes the competitive advantage
by the reason that the raw commodity costs become
cheaper for the subsequent processing stage within
the interconnected companies.
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